
Name: Section:

Date: Teacher:

A noun names a person/place/animal/bird/thing. A noun may also refer to an
activity or a quality. 

Example: Robert, Boy, Sidney, School, Pussy, Cat, Peacock, Fowl, Spoon, Tennis,
Sorrow
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car

tree

clouds

tabletemple

Sam is sitting under a tree .

IDENTIFY NOUNSIDENTIFY NOUNS

Choose the correct nouns to fill in the blanks. Color the correct box .
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Example:

aeroplane boat

1) The                    is flying in the sky .-----------------

ballbat sand

2) The children are playing with          . --------

3) Josh has beautiful              in his garden .

booksflowers animals

------------

4) The            are big and white .

sunsky

----------
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Name: Section:

Date: Teacher:
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violin drumguitar

IDENTIFY NOUNSIDENTIFY NOUNS

Choose the correct nouns to fill in the blanks. Color the correct box .
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1) Abram is beating the                .

sun moonstars

2) The              is a huge ball of fire .

lion tigerpolar bear

3) The                    has white fur .

ostrich crowparrot

4) An                   is a bird but cannot fly .

mountains beachtree

5) The                    are very big and beautiful .

--------------

-----------------

-----------------

-----------------

------------
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hen butterflybird

IDENTIFY NOUNSIDENTIFY NOUNS

Choose the correct nouns to fill in the blanks. Color the correct box .
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1) There is a                 in the tree .

animals cloudstemples

2) There are many                  in the zoo .

mobile bookprize

3) Jan ran fast and won the               .

book papernewspaper

4) Alia is reading a               .

dog birdcat

5) The              is sitting under a table .

---------------

----------------

-------------

-------------

-------------
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Name: Section:

Date: Teacher:
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ball plateglass

IDENTIFY NOUNSIDENTIFY NOUNS

Choose the correct nouns to fill in the blanks. Color the correct box .
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1) The boy kicked the                 .     

school hospitaltemples

2) lily loves to go to                  .

mobile bookIce cream

3) I love               .               

pune maduraichennai

4) The train stops at               . 

driver queenlion

5) The               visited the museum .

---------------

----------------

-------------

-------------

-------------
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Date: Teacher:
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pen dresspaper

IDENTIFY NOUNSIDENTIFY NOUNS

Choose the correct nouns to fill in the blanks. Color the correct box .
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1) I have a blue                 .

envelope framepaper

2) She gifted me a photo                  .

mobile homekite

milk juicewater

swimming pool hillwell

---------------

----------------

3) She bought               .-------------

4) He drank                .               --------------

5) They climbed up the               .-------------
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